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Abstract 
The notion of a “block-permuting” homeomorphism of a Cantor set is defined. When f 
is such a homeomorphism, we show there exists a C’ Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism F of 
the disk without sources or sinks and an F-invariant Cantor set A such that F 1 n is 
conjugate to f. All k-symbol adding machines and finite products of such are “block-per- 
muting”. 
Keywords: Adding machine; Cantor set; Disk diffeomorphism; Kupka-Smale 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 58F12; secondary 58F22, 34C35, 54H20 
1. Introduction 
In 1962 S. Smale asked whether there exist C’ diffeomorphisms of the 2-sphere 
(r > 1) without periodic sources or sinks such that (i) all periodic orbits are 
hyperbolic and (ii) all intersections of stable and unstable manifolds are transverse 
[9]. Diffeomorphisms satisfying (i) and (ii) are now called “Kupka-Smale” and are 
known to be C’ generic on compact manifolds [7,10]. In 1976 R. Bowen and J. 
Franks answered Smale’s question in the affirmative for r = 1 [3]. Their Kupka- 
Smale sphere diffeomorphism has two saddle orbits of period 2k, for all k 2 0, but 
no sources or sinks (see Fig. 2). It has an attractor/repeller pair of Cantor sets 
which carry the dynamics of the 2-symbol adding machine. (See Section 4 for the 
definition of k-symbol adding machine.) J. Franks and L.-S. Young subsequently 
constructed a C2 model [4], and more recently J. Gambaudo, S. van Strien, and C. 
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Tresser applied renormalization theory to demonstrate the existence of a C” 
example [5]. 
In this paper we first define a class of homeomorphisms of the Cantor set which 
we call “block-permuting”. All k-symbol adding machines and finite products of 
such are block-permuting (Lemma 4.1). Our main result is the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let f be a block-permuting homeomorphism of the Cantor set without 
periodic orbits. Then there exists a C’ Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism F of the 2-disk 
without periodic sources or sinks, and an invariant Cantor set A such that F I A is 
conjugate to f. 
For specific block-permuting homeomorphisms, Franks and Young’s techniques 
can be modified to create analogous C2 models. However we have been unable to 
devise a reasonable modification scheme suitable for arbitrary block-permuting 
homeomorphisms. Regardless of f, each of the disk diffeomorphisms we construct 
must have at least one invariant Cantor set supporting a 2-symbol adding machine. 
Conjecture 1.2. Every C’ Kupka-Smale diffeomolphism of the 2-disk without 
sources or sinks has an invariant Cantor set which supports a 2-symbol adding 
machine. 
E. Moise has shown that every homeomorphism between two Cantor sets in the 
disk can be extended to a homeomorphism of the whole disk 181. However, there 
exists many homeomorphisms of the Cantor set which have infinite topological 
entropy. But, by B. Kushnirenko’s theorem [2], C1 disk maps have bounded 
topological entropy. Thus there exists no C’ version of Moise’s theorem even if 
one is free to choose how the Cantor set is embedded in the disk. 
M. Barge and R. Walker show that no homeomorphism of the 2-disk, F, has an 
invariant set A homeomorphic to the Cantor set cross the interval, such that F I A 
is semi-conjugate to a 2-symbol adding machine [l]. However, (2-symbol adding 
machine) x (Identity) on the {Cantor set} X {Cantor set) is a block-permuting 
homeomorphism of the Cantor set. So large diameter Cantor sets can be “shuttled” 
over a 2-symbol adding machine by a C’ disk diffeomorphism (see Corollary 4.2). 
The authors would like to acknowledge the valuable assistance Charles Pugh 
provided which made the generality of Theorem 1.1 possible. We also thank John 
Franks for suggesting Conjecture 1.2. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Terminology 
For dynamical systems terminology the reader should consult 161 or another 
basic text. 
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2.1.1. Let C be a Cantor set. Throughout we will assume that there exist collections 
%9 n = {c,k};pJ, n = 1 2 3 called the nth level of blocks with these properties: 
(i) C = U Fpr) Ci ;or’kH’ch n where N(n) < 03. 
(ii) C,” is closed for each n and 1 =G k <N(n). 
(iii) CL n CL = 1, i # j, where 1 < i, j < N(n). 
(iv) For each n and 1 <k <N(n) there exists j = j(k, n) such that C,” c Ci_,. 
(v) max r d k < ,(,,(diam C,“} + 0 and n + m. 
Let ZL__r = {k: C,” c Ci_I), and N(n - 1, j) = card Xi-r. 
2.1.2. For each Cantor set with blocks {‘Z$z=r call f : C + C block-permuting 
provided that for each n - 1 and 1 <j G N(n - 1) there is a least positive integer 
m = m(n - 1, j) such that 
(i) f”CL._r = CL_,, and 
there exists a permutation u : Xi_ 1 + XL_ 1 such that 
(ii) if C,” c CL_,, then 
fmct = C,“(k) c CL_,. 
2.1.3. It follows that there exists a permutation a, :{l, 2,. . . , N(n)) + (1, 
2 , . . . , N(n)) such that fC,k = C, dk) Consequently for all n - 1 and j, if C,” c C{ _ r, . 
then 
fmC; = C$“(“) c C; _ 1 
where m = m(n - 1, j). That is, a,m(Zi_,> =Xi_r. Write v = a,m as the product 
of cycles, u = s~_,(l)s~_,(2). . . si_r (v;_,). So v,Y_~ is the number of cycles in a/. 
Denote the length of each cycle by 1 s:_,(i) 1, 1 6 i < I$-~. Always assume 
Is;_r(l)I < Is;_,(2)I =G ... < Is~&;i’_Jl. 
2.1.4. Notice we have the following relationship between mh, k) and m(n - 1, j>. 
If C,” c CL_,, then, for some 1 G i G v;-~, mh, k) = I s{_,(i) I *r&z - 1, j). 
2.2. Example 
Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, we now describe the construc- 
tion at an intuitive level by way of example. First we describe a particular 
block-permuting homeomorphism f. Then we use this description to start the 
construction of a diffeomorphism F : D2 + D2 as required in Theorem 1.1. 
The zeroth level is CA = C. Assume that C has five blocks at the first level 
%Yr = {c:, c;, . . .) Cz}, and that f permutes these blocks according to a top level 
permutation (+r = (1 2)(3 4 5). So the number of cycles of (+r is VA = 2. These are 
s:(l) = (1 2) and ~$2) = (3 4 5). The lengths of these cycles are I s:(l) I = 2 and 
I s:(2) I = 3. And so fm(l*l)Ct = C:, . . . , fm(1,5)C: = C: where m(1, 1) = m(1, 2) = 2 
and m(1, 3) = m(1, 4) = m(1, 5) = 3. 
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At the second level let’s assume we have twenty-two blocks, 
S?* = (c;, c;,. . . ,c;y, 
and that f permutes these blocks according to the second level permutation, 
a,= (1 2 3 4)(5 6 7 8 9 lO)(ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22). 
Furthermore, 3; = {l, 3, 5, 7, 91, _SYf = (2, 4, 6, 8, lo}, 3: = Ill, 14, 17, 20}, 
Zf = (12, 15, 18, 211, and Zrs = (13, 16, 19, 22). These sets indicate which blocks 
of level two are contained in each block of level one; that is Ci c C{ for k EZ{. 
Notice that f “C,k = Cpck) where m = m(1, j), and furthermore a?(‘,“)@ =X/ 
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Each ~?@,j) Izi is the product of cycles: 
a2 ““J’=S;(l)S:(2) = (13)(5 7 9), 
““,“=s;(l)s,2(2) = (2 4)(6 8 lo), 
I$) = S?(l) = (11 14 17 ZO), 
~?(l,~) = s;( 1) = (12 15 18 21)) 
@,‘) = s;( 1) = (13 16 19 22). 
Fig. 1. Example in Section 2.2. 
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Fig. 2. Bowen-Franks model. 
Now, by definition, m(2, k) is the least positive integer m such that fmCi = Ct. 
(We will write k E s{(i) when s{(i) = (k, k, . . . k,) and k = ki for some 1 G i G s.> 
If k E 3$, then Ci c Ci and fm(‘~j)C,k c Ci. But, if also k E s{(i), then fmc2,“)C,k =
Ct where m(2, k) = I s{(i) I . m(1, j). 
We now describe construction of a C1 Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism F of the 
unit disk D2 c R2, without sources or sinks, which permutes levels of blocks of a 
Cantor set A c D2 in the same way f permutes the blocks of C. Fig. 1 depicts how 
this is done for f as in the current example. 
F fixes aD2, rotates an outer annulus by $r, and an inner annulus by r. At the 
center of D2 lies a fixed copy of the Bowen-Franks model (see Fig. 2 [3]L4ll 
rotations are bumped off across collar neighborhoods of these annuli. There are 
five level-one subdisks. F cyclicly permutes (Di, Df} and also {D:, Df, DT}. On 
D2 - n ;=i Di, F is Morse-Smale (see Fig. 3). Df, for example contains four 
second-level disks {D2 , l1 Di”, Di’, Dz’). F3DT = Df but F3 rotates an annulus 
containing {Di’, Dk4, Di7, DzO} by $r, thereby cyclicly permuting these. Di 
contains five second-level disks {Di, Ds, Dz, Dz, Ds). For j E%: = (1, 3, 5, 7, 91, 
F2Di = D;(j) where (+ = g2 I z] = (1 3X5 7 9). These two cyclic permutations are 
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accomplished by bumped off rotation of Di by F2. F* has a fixed copy of the 
Bowen-Franks model at the centers of Di and Df. Similarly F3 has fixed copies of 
the Bowen-Franks model in D:, D;‘, and D:. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
3.1. Creating the “disks” of D2 
We now proceed with the construction of F. We assume a block-permuting 
homeomorphism f and all permutations {a,], cycles {si _ ,(i)}, and return iterations 
(m(n - 1, j)), are given as described in (2.1.1)-(2.1.4). Let A be the unit disk 
centered at (0, 0). First construct a set of reference diffeomolphisms T, = TJn - 1, 
j, i): A + A for each n - 1, j, and 1 < i G ZJ~_~. The exact form of T,(n - 1, j, i) 
depends on the lengths of the cycles, I I ~:_~(i) I}. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume 
2T 2T 27r 
2Tr a I s(l) I ’ I s(2) I 
->-> ... >- 
Is(v) l a09 
where v = u:_~. ThenthereexistsO=r,<~=R,<r,<R,< *** <r,<R,<iand 
p = pi_, : [O, 11 + [O, 2~1 such that 
(1) /3[ri, Ri] = 21~/ I s(i) I, P[r,, R,] = 2~ and /3[& 11 = 0; 
(2) p is strict1 y d ecreasing on [O, 31 - U ;Jri, R,]; 
(3) I p’(x)1 G 18 for all x. 
Proof. First let p0 : [O, 11 + [O, 2rrl be a C’ function such that &JO, :I = 27r, Po[~, 
l] = 0, p0 is strictly decreasing otherwise, and I &,(x) I < 17. For each 27r/ I s(i) I, 
let ri = p;l(2~/ ] s(i) I). The key observation is the following: if, for each i, Ri is 
sufficiently close to ri, then there exists pi_, as desired. This is because PO can be 
modified near each ri in such a way that the new map, Pi-r, is constant on [ri, 
R,], but l<p~_,>‘(x)I -c I pb(x)l + 1, for all x. 0 
3.1.1. Let T, = T,(n - 1, j, i) be the time-a map of the flow on A generated by the 
system in polar coordinates, 
b = 0, ti =&(p). 
So in particular 
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Call 
Let 11 * II c~ denote the C’ norm on the space Diff’(D2) given (in this case) by 
II T, - Id II cl = II pt II + II 0, II. Here we use 
II g II = SUP I k?(P) I +,g”cll g’(p) I. 
O<p=sl 
Because each pL_, is constant for p E (0, $1, our II . II c~ is equivalent to the usual 
Cl norms on D2. By lemma 3.1, (I pt(p, 0) II = 0 and II 13,(p, 0) II < 25 I t I. 
3.1.2. Thus we have these useful estimates 
I1 T,(n - 1, j, i) - Id II cl< K -a 
and similarly 
II T;‘(n - 1, j, i) - Id II c~ < K *a 
for all 1 G i G ~,-_i when K = 25. 
For each 0 < r, R, and s define the reference sector 
<8< ?,r<p<R 
s 
3.1.3. By (3.1.11, TISci,, = Id on Phi, Ri, I s(i)11 where IsW = I ~~_~(i)l. 
3.1.4. Our F-invariant Cantor set is A = ll no 1 U f?i D,“, where each D,” is a 
round disk yet to be specified. We now construct these disks. For each 1 < i < v,‘_~ 
specify a round reference sink disk A’ c int 9(ri, Ri, si> c Ip < i) with center (x,, 
0), ri <xi < Ri. By (3.1.31, T,,,i,,Ai = A’. 
3.15 We will find the following terminology useful: Let D c D2 be any closed 
round disk. A round disk orbit of the diffeomorphism g on D2 is a collection 
B = {g*D I q E H) such that for some p E N, 
(i) (gq: 0 G 9 <p} are pairwise disjoint. 
(ii) gPD = D. 
We will call p the period of 8. 
3.1.6. Call B a round disk T,-orbit if also 
(iii) there are affine diffeomorphisms a and a’ such that 
T I/P 
A-A 
commutes. So in particular gP = Id on I’D. 
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From (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) and the fact that T, leaves i3A pointwise fixed, we have 
that gp I D is a replica of TI for all q; that is gp 1 D is conjugate to TI via an affine 
conjugacy. 
3.1.7. Now assume B = {GqD~_ 1] has been defined and is a round disk T, orbit of 
period m = m(n - 1, j> for the diffeomorphism G, where T, = T,(n - 1, j, i) is the 
reference diffeomorphism associated with a permutation u = a/. We now proceed 
to define subordinate &h-level round disk orbits. For v = v;_~ embed subordinate 
orbits b’, H2,..., 8” as follows. For each D = GqDA_i fix an affine diffeomor- 
phism u : A + D. Each cycle si_ ,(i) has the form (k, k, . . . k,,,,,,). Let T(i) = 
q_Ji) be the smallest such k. 
3.1.8. Label the disks of 8’ by DzqVci) = aT,A, (again where (+ = anm, m = m(n - 1, 
j>, and 0 <q < I si_,(i)I). So, by (3.1.6) and (3.1.7), G”D,“(‘)= D;O@) and thus 
Gm’qDV(i) = D&(i) . It follows 
all 1 < i <NC;), and all q 2 0. 
then that GmD,k = D2ck) and Gm’qD,k = D,“,‘ck) for 
Each b’ is a round disk orbit of period m(i) = m(n - 1, j) . I sl_ ,(i) I for some i 
(see (2.1.4)). We now proceed to make these round disk T-orbits where T = 
T I/&J)(n - 1, j, i). 
3.1.9. For each q choose surjective affine diffeomorphisms az_l : A + GqDL_r. 
Replace the rigid map G I D; by a replica T’ of T, followed by G. The replacement 
is the map G = G 0 T’ which makes the following diagram commute. 
Q?+lDk = GqD%n(k) 
n n 
For each i and q, T’ leaves a neighborhood of aGqD,k pointwise fixed so 
G = G 0 T’ glues smoothly to G along the boundary circle. G is the composition of 
C1 diffeomorphisms and has round disk T-orbits @‘, H2,. . . , 8” for v = v:_ 1 as 
desired. 
3.1.10. By the estimates (3.1.2) and the fact that C1 scales replicas correctly (see 
the Norms Resealing Lemma of Gambaudo et al. [5]) we have 
II G - 6 II cl < K 
m(i) ’ 
IIG-‘-&‘Ilc~< K 
m(i) 
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3.1.11. By (3.1.9) for each D,” c Di_i we have that G”“SDt = dz”(k) for 1 < i < 
v;I’_i, m = m(n - 1, j), and u = a/. Thus it follows that G4Dt = Deck). 
Now start with 6, = T,(O, 1, i) where 1 <i < VA and iterate the preceding 
construction. This gives a sequence of diffeomorphisms 
( 
~,:d+dlp=1,2,3 ,... ). 
By (3.1.10), {c?,} converge uniformly to a C’ diffeomorphism G : D2 + D2 as 
/.l + 00. 
3.1.12. Clearly each round disk T,-orbit of GP is a round disk T,-orbit for G. So 
for each n and k, {G4D,k} is a round disk twist orbit. Thus ??“DA_, = DA-i and 
GmD,k = Dzck) for u = u,” where m = m(n - 1, j). It follows that for all n and k, 
CD,” = d:(“‘. 
3.2. Kupka-hale modification 
Let A = (7 z= 1 U k”l;’ D,“. Then in fact c 1 n is conjugate to f. But before 
exhibiting this conjugacy we first modify G away from A creating a Kupka-Smale 
diffeomorphism F which has no sources or sinks. 
For each n - 1 and j define a vector field X = X(n - 1, j) on A that has these 
properties on each sector 9’=9(ri, Ri, I si_ ,(i) I > c A (see Fig. 3). (Here again 
I s(i) I = ) sL_ ,(i) I are generated by f as in Section 2.) On a collar neighborhood of 
ad’, X is purely radial (toward A’) except on aA’ where X- 0. On a collar 
neighborhood of a9, X is purely radial (toward (0, 0)) and I X I = 1. Lastly the 
X-flow is Morse-Smale and has only the dynamics indicated in Fig. 3. 
Now extend X to the rest of A by first requiring that X be invariant under 
07”<n - 1, j, i) for each q 2 0 and 1 =z i =G v,‘_~. Then require that X be purely 
radial (toward (0, 0)) on a collar neighborhood of aA but that X = 0 only on aA. 
Also require X = 0 on the subdisk {p < i). Elsewhere (between the annuli) X is 
purely radial (toward (0, 0)) and XZ 0. 
For all II - 1 and j use the tangent map of each affine map ai _ 1 : A + Di_ 1 to 
push X(n - 1, j> onto Di_i. This creates a C’ vector field Y on D2. Let 4, be the 
Y-flow. Notice that co 4, = +,o ?? for all f. Let Q0 = Go +i. @a is not Kupka- 
Smale yet but we will make it so. 
Let Ei_ 1 = aI _l({p G $}). Then @r(n-l,i) fixes EL_ 1 since Y = 0 there. Fur- 
thermore Q0 is translation followed by rotation by 2T/rn(n - 1, j) on each Ei_,. 
R. Bowen and J. Franks built a C’ diffeomorphism F, : A -+ A which is Kupka- 
Smale without sources or sinks and fixes aA (see Fig. 2). We now glue a replica of 
F, into each EL_ 1. The new diffeomorphism @ = Do off lJ EL_,. But on EA_,, 
Qp= Q0 o a:_1 o F, o(ai_l)-‘. Thus @m(n-l,j) = ai_1 0 F~(n-l.j)O(a;i,_,)-l. 
Let 9: D2 + D2 be a diffeomorphism which fixes aD2 but pushes radially 
inward on a small collar neighborhood of each aD,k and each aEf. If H = V 0 @ 
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Fig. 3. 9(ri, R,, (s(i)l). 
then H and @ have identical dynamics except near each aD,k and each aE,k where 
H pushes radially inward. Furthermore, H is a C’ diffeomorphism and except for 
saddles and separatrices, the a-limit sets lie in aA and the w-limit sets in 
A = fl ;=r U :$“I D,” or in one of the disks supporting a Bowen-Franks model 
(which are Kupka-Smale without sources or sinks). Finally apply the Kupka-Smale 
theorem [61 in the noncompact setting, D2 -A, to break all saddle connections 
without significantly changing the dynamics on A. Call the perturbed diffeomor- 
phism F. Since F has no periodic orbits on A we have the following: 
3.2.1. F is Kupka-Smale without sources or sinks and F I n = ?? I n. 
3.3. Conjugacy between F I A and f 
Next we need to show that F I A =f. Let PEC, then PE nz=,C,kn for some 
sequence {k,}. By (2.1.1&j) and (2.1.1(v)), C,“;+j cC$, and diam C,” --) 0 as 
IZ + ~0. Thus n y= rC:n is the singleton p. So by (2.l.l(iii)) for each p there exists a 
unique sequence {k,} = {k,(p)} such that p = fl y=,C,“n on EL_,. 
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Let x E A. Then by (3.1.4) there exists a sequence {E,} such that x E no=, 
nA>. By (3.1.4) and (3.1.81, Db:i cDi, and 
diam Dk:i 
1 
< i diam D$ < * * * < ~ 2”f’ ’ 
so diam Dk + 0 as n + w. Thus 
And since Di f? Di = fl when i #j, there exists a unique sequence {I,} = {l,(x)} 
such that x = (7 z=,Db. 
3.3.1. Define h : C ---) A by h(p) = n ;=rD,, k~(p) We have shown that h is well . 
defined and is a bijection. We next show that h is a homeomorphism and 
PI noh=hof. 
Let d be the metric on C defined by 
m I k(P) -k,(q) I 
4P7 4) = c 
n=l 
2W) 
where N(n) is as in (2.1.1(i)). The proof of the following lemma is routine and is 
left to the reader. 
Lemma 3.2. Let p,q E C, and let E > 0 and K be such that E < 1/2N’K’. If 
d(p,q) < E, then p,q E Cf;K. 
To show continuity of h let E > 0, and choose K large enough that 1/2K < E. 
Choose 6 such that 6 < 1/2N’K’. So, if d(p, q> < 6, then by Lemma 3.2, p,q E Cp. 
Thus h(p),h(q) E DF and d(h(p), h(q)) < diam DUG 1/2K <E by (3.1.4). Since 
C and A are compact Hausdorff spaces, h is a homeomorphism. 
Lastly we need to verify that h 0 f = F I A 0 h. From (2.1.3) f Cia = C,“(kn). So 
f(p) =f( ; c:j = fi cy+ 
n=l n=l 
Let A(k,) = D,“n rl A. By (3.3.1), hC:n = A(k,). By (3.1.12), GD,ka = D2(kn) and, by 
(3.2.11, F I A = ??I A. Thus F I n(A(k,>) = A(a,(k,>>. Since {F I n(A(k,)>} are pair- 
wise disjoint we have 
h~f(p)=h~f;C;~=hi)C~:,‘k~‘= ;A(@,)) 
n=l n=l n=l 
=FI.;A(k,,)=Fl n”h;C$=Flnoh(p). 
n=l n=l 
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4. Finite products of adding machines 
In this section we prove that finite products of “k-symbol adding machines” are 
block-permuting. First we have the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let f,g : C + C be block-permuting homeomorphisms. Then f x g : C x 
C -+ C X C is block-permuting. 
Proof. Let C’ and C2 be Cantor sets. C’ has blocks {%Y~}~=, and C2 has blocks 
(@“2}r=1 as in (2.1.1). For each n, form 
(q x @};=l = {c,k”’ x c,k? c,k’l’ E q, c,kQ’ E @}. 
Clearly (‘ZYnl X %n2}yp=l satisfies (2.1.1). Let Ci?, X Ci?), E gi_l X EZn2_1. There are 
least positive integers m(1) and m(2) such that f m(l)Ci(!)l = C$?, and gm(2)C$“, 
= Ci?,. Let m = LCM(m(l), m(2)}. Then 
(f x g)“(q?, x c;?),) = f “c;(I), x gmC;(:), = CL(?), x c$?,. 
Also m(n - 1, j) must be a multiple of m(l) and of m(2). Thus m(n - 1, 
j) = LCM(m(l), m(2)}. 
It remains to verify (2.2.2(ii)). Let C,k(‘) X Ck’2’ c CL(!), X Ci(!)l and let m = m(n 
- 1, j) = a,m(l) = a,m(2) where a1,a2 E N. Tien 
(f x g)“(C,k”’ x C,k’2’) = f Tp x g”c,k’2’ 
where (Y’ = (a’):(‘) : Xj?‘, -+ Xi?‘, and where cz2 = (a2)rc2) : Zi?‘, + A$?‘,. So 
(Y’ x a2 on Y$), x_%$_“‘, is the desired permutation. q 
Next we define what is meant by a “k-symbol adding machine”. Let Z’k = (0, 
1 , . . . , k - 1)” and let _$I = {O, 1,. . . , k - 1)” for k z 2. The k-symbol adding 
machine A, : Zk + _Zk is defined as follows: for each n > 1 let A; : 2: + 2: by 
A”,(a,, u2,. . . , a,) = (b,, b,, . . . , b,) where 
b, = a, + 1 mod k 
and when i > 1 
if a,_l = k - 1 and b,_l = 0, 
otherwise. 
Then A,(a) = b where (b,, b,, . . . , b,) =A”,(a,, a2,. . . , a,) for all n. 
That all adding machines are block-permuting is routine and left to the reader. 
Using Lemma 4.1 we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.1. 
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Corollary 4.2. Suppose that f : C + C where C is a Cantor set homeomorphism 
conjugate to a finite product of adding machines. Then there exists a C’ Kupka-Smale 
diffeomorphism F of the 2-disk without periodic sources or sinks, and an invariant 
Cantor set A such that F 1 n is conjugate to f. 
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